Mathematics of LP minimize f = c T x subject to Ax = b x ≥ 0 (P )
• Geometry:
• Feasible points form a convex polyhedron • Results:
• An optimal solution occurs at a vertex • At a vertex the variable set can be partitioned as B ∪ N and constraints as
so B is nonsingular and x N = 0 • Dual LP problem: maximize f = b T y subject to A T y + s = c s ≥ 0 (D)
• Result:
• Optimal partition B ∪ N for (P ) also solves (D)
A high performance dual revised simplex solver 3 The reduced LP problem At a vertex, for a partition B ∪ N with B nonsingular and x N = 0, the original problem is
Eliminate x B from the objective to give the reduced LP problem 
In each iteration:
• Choose a row p withb p < 0 • Use the pivotal row p ofN and s N to find the pivotal column q with β = s q /â pq • Exchange indices p and q between B and N • Update tableau corresponding to this basis changê
A high performance dual revised simplex solver 6 Implementation: dual revised simplex method
• Maintains a representation of B −1 (rather than explicitN )
• Rows and columns ofN obtained as required 
whereâ q is the pivotal column so, using Sherman-Morrison andâ pq = e T pâ q ,
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Summary: major computational components for simplex implementations
Standard simplex method (SSM) • Moore's law drives core counts per processor, but clock speeds will stabilise • Serial performance of simplex is spectacularly good
• Flop count per iteration is near optimal • Number of iterations is near optimal • Can't wait for faster serial processors or algorithmic improvement • Simplex method must try to exploit parallelism Parallel simplex: immediate scope
Level 2 BLAS withN dense so "massively parallel" Alternative dual revised simplex method with suboptimization • Greater scope for overlapping computation • Implementation will be very difficult
Conclusions
• Identified need for simplex method to exploit parallelism • Developed prototype high performance dual revised simplex solver • Initial results are encouraging • Shown that the standard simplex method will run fast on a GPU • Standard approach to linear algebra bad for CPU-GPU combination • Alternative product form update may offer a solution
